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This document explains the principle of the R package “evolBoosting” and
shows how to use it. This is a proper citation for this package:
K. Lin, H. Li, C. Schloetterer and A. Futschik(2011) Distinguishing positive selection from neutral evolution: boosting the performance of summary
statistics. Genetics 187: 229-244.
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Principle

The basic idea of this this package was described in Lin et al. 2011. However,
some details might be different comparing to the method or data in Lin et
al. 2011. The principle of this package is to use a machine learning method,
boosting, to study the difference between selected population DNA samples and
neutral samples. Then, boosting will produce a predictor via training(study)
process. This predictor can then be used to predict new samples are whether
selected or neutral.
The boosting method was described in Buehmann and Hothorn 2007. This
package also depends on the package mboost, which is developed by Buehmann
and Hothorn.
Before training or predicting, a set of summary statistics will be computed
to represent the population DNA samples. These summary statistics include
θw (Watterson 1975), θπ (Tajima 1983), θh (Fay and Wu 2000), θl (Zeng et al.
2006), Tajima’s D(Tajima 1989), Fay and Wu’s H(Fay and Wu 2000, Zeng et
al. 2006), MFDM(Li 2011), and iHH(Sabeti et al. 2002, Voight et al. 2006).
Except iHH, all the statistics were computed in a sliding window, which slides
from the left to the right of the sequence region. iHH will be computed in each
window when 2 windows extends from the middle point to the two ends of the
sequence region.
For example, if window size is 0.2 and sliding-step size is 0.1, all the summary statistics except iHH will be computed in each of the following regions:
0˜0.2, 0.1˜0.3, 0.2˜0.4, 0.3˜0.5, 0.4˜0.6, 0.5˜0.7, 0.6˜0.8, 0.7˜0.9, 0.8˜1.0. iHH
is integrated EHH, which will be integrated from the middle point to both left
and right. In this example, iHH will be integrated from 0.5 to 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1
and 0 on the left and from 0.5 to 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0 on the left. Thus, we
will have 9(sliding windows)*7(summary statistics except iHH) + 10(iHHs)=73
values of different summary statistics.
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In most of the cases, you need to simulate some population DNA samples
before using this package. You can use ms(Hudson 2002) to simulate neutral
samples, and use msms(Ewing and Hermisson 2010) to simulate neutral and
selected samples.
The data processed by this package must be in ms/msms format or fasta
format(Pearson and Lipman 1988).
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Usage

Generally speaking, if you want to predict whether your sample(s) is(are) selected or neutral, four steps are needed.
1. Estimate some basic parameters(mutation rate, recombination rate, etc.)
from your sample(s). This package doesn’t provide this function, you can
get the values from literatures or use another software, e.g., DnaSP(Librado
and Rozas 2009) or MEGA(Tamura et al. 2011). Then use these parameters to simulate a set(e.g. 100) of neutral samples(using ms or msms)
and selected samples(using msms).
2. Compute summary statistics from the simulated samples and your sample(s) using the function statComputing.
3. Combine the summary statistics from the simulated neutral and selected
samples, and use the function training to get a predictor.
4. Use the predictor and the summary statistics from your sample(s) by the
function predicting to make a prediction for your sample(s).
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Example

A full example is shown below. In this example, all the samples contains
10 haplotype chromosomes with a population mutation rate = 0.005(per site)
and a population recombination rate = 0.02(per site). The file “ms.out” contains 100 neutral samples. The file “msms.out” contains 100 recent strong selected samples(selective coefficient 2Ne s = 500, fixating time = 0.001 ∗ 4Ne
generations ago). The samples in these two files are for training. The file
“msms for test.out” contains 10 samples which have undergone not-very-recent
weak seletion(selective coefficient 2Ne s = 200, fixating time = 0.01 ∗ 4Ne generations ago). The file “test.fasta” contains a fasta format sample with 1 outgroup
sequence and 10 population sequences. “msms for test.out” and “test.fasta” are
for testing.
The file of the fasta format must contain an outgroup sequence with the
name “outgroup”. Thus, if the sample size is n, the fasta file should contain
n + 1 sequences in which the additional sequence is the outgroup sequence.
You can find these files in the sub-directory “extdata” in the package directory. The full path of the files can be achieved by using the R function
system.f ile(See below).
> library("evolBoosting")
data(in principle you need use ms and/or msms to simulate training samples):
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>
>
>
>

ms <- system.file("extdata/ms.out", package = "evolBoosting")
msms <- system.file("extdata/msms.out", package = "evolBoosting")
msms_for_test <- system.file("extdata/msms_for_test.out", package = "evolBoosting")
fasta <- system.file("extdata/test.fasta", package = "evolBoosting")

training(here ms contains neutral samples, msms contains selected samples):
>
>
>
>

train1 <- statComputing(ms, 0.2, 0.2, y = 0)
train2 <- statComputing(msms, 0.2, 0.2, y = 1)
train <- rbind(train1, train2)
predictor <- training(train)

predicting:
> test1 <- statComputing(msms_for_test, 0.2, 0.2)
> test2 <- statComputing(fasta, 0.2, 0.2)
> result1 <- predicting(predictor, test1)
[1] "The proportion of samples estimated as selection:"
[1] 0.6
> result2 <- predicting(predictor, test2)
[1] "The proportion of samples estimated as selection:"
[1] 1
show results(0 = neutral, 1 = selected):
> result1
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[10,]

[,1]
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1

> result2

[1,]

[,1]
1

Since “msms for test.out” contains samples with weak selective signal, thus four
of them were predicted as neutral samples(0). The other 6 samples were predicted as selected samples(1). The sample in the fasta file was predicted as
selected(1).
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